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Senior Psychology Majors
Given NEPA Fellowships
Robert P. Johnson and ~
erick W. Mil, senior psycholOlY
majors at Falrfteld University,
bave been awarded fellowships
by the New En&land PhychoIOCical Association (NEPAl. It
Wb announced recently by Dr.
Ethelyn H. Klatsklkn. secre-

tary·treasurer of NEPA.
It marks the second consecutive year that both Fairfl.eld

nominees for the coveted felDe&l, N..J.. <rlcId) .. IoNI1or .-ycItoIoc1
major at F'alrfteld UDiveNlty who wu reeeaUy awarded a
feUowlhlp from tile New Ea&1aDd PsycboJogy Auocl&UOIl,
joI.- bU prof_r aIMl feUowllhlp lpoDSOf, Dr. Joha. BoltaDO in
cn.playlDa: parl
tbe equlp~..t deli(Ded tor his outl;tandlng
I*ycholopeal rMe&J'(ib project GO dlKrlmlQated aggreu1OQ. lp
YOWiI' rata.

~r1 i r - . - of

0'

lowships have been so horlored.
Only eight were awarded
throughout the entire New England region.
Each New England eollege
and university is permitted to
nominate Itl two outstanding

President's Academy Looks At
Graduate Scholarship Committee
By TED LYONS

Getting into Il'aduate school
is primarily • student, not a
teacher, responsibility Dr. Gerald MacDonald, 0Wrman of

_.

the Graduate Scholarship C0mmittee, tokS the President's Academy last Tuesday at their

Whlle he pointed out that
the Graduate Scholarship C0mmittee an help and teachers
can write reoommendations, "it
Is the student who mUit 1&ke
the necessary steps." He add-

ed that many students. even
by the time they reach their
senior year, cannot name three
professors they really know."

But that is their fault. not the
teachen." He strongly urged
that students should get to
know teachers early so they

son for the drop in interest by
seniors golng on to graduate
school, and he noted that the
seniors make a mistake by

could ask teachers for rec0mmendation when they need
them.

oot m~ preparations for
study even In spite of the dratt.
"Not only aood grades, but a
good score (Ill the Graduate
Record Exam and good recommendations are vital for a successful application to a good
araduate school," Dr. MacDonald concluded.

ReOecting on his 17 yean
experience,
Dr.
MacDonald
praised higbly the record of
Fairfield students in uaduate
school "They get into good
scboOls and they stay there."
He stated that many scholarships and fellowships go beg&in& because of the lack of
knowledge or early interest on
the part of the studentS. 'lbt
draft has been the prlcipal rea-

Academic Calendar
Due to a printina: error, the 1970 portion of the Academic
Calendar appearing on the CKS blotter Is incorrect, The fatlowin& is the colT'eCt AcademIc Calendar for 1970.

I'"

Monday
Mon.-Tues.
Wed.-Sun.
Monday

Monday
Friday
Wednesday

Monday
Thunday

FrI..-Sat.
SUnday

Jan. '5
Jan. 19-Zl

Claues Resume
Final Examinations including

Saturoa,..
Jan. 28-Feb. 1

Feb. 2
Feb. 23
March 13
March 25

April 6
May 7

May 22-30

semester Recess
Spring semester
resume

classes

Holiday
Holiday
Easter recess begins at end
of last period
Classes Resume
Holyday and Holiday
Final Examinations lncludin&

Sa_
J>me 7

Baccalaureate and Com·
menc:ement

Please excuse any lnconvemence caused by this error
and anunend your plans aecordl:DgJ:y. Thank you.

In a spirited exchan&e of
words, participants discovered
that in dlscussina black_white
relations on campus, It Is emotion and oot !an&uage that
count. Debatinc Issues often
gives more heat than lliht.
Even aroups of 25 are too large
to touch sensitively the real
Issues. "We all must learn new
ways to communicate," con-eluded Fr. McInnes, "we have
(COIltID0e4

011.

Pace

I)

psy~wo~sw&rnts, a ~

um of 10 of which are chosen
annually on the basis of
aI research eJrorts.
Rev. Thomas A. McGrath,
S.J., chainnan of Fairfteld University's psychology department,
stated that ''we've been f ~
ate to have some brilliant P&y.
~ology students here recently.
Over the past four years they've
done extraordinarily well, winning seven NEPA fellowships
in such a tough competitive educational atmosphere as exists
in New England."
Discrbninated auresslon In
the behavior of young rats was
the basis of a research study
conducted over the sununer by
Robert Johnson, who was sponsored for the fellowship by Dr.
John J. Boitano.
The study, which will be presented at a psychology conference sometime this spring, came
directly from Johnson's Interest
In and extracurricular work interviewing delinquents In the
Bridgeport juvenile court.

orlam-

Accord1nI: to Dr. BoUma,
..the fact that Bob wu able to
cenerate an experimental stud¥
usin& Infrahuman subject:l from
his predanina.ntly clinical 1Dterests suqests a very bi&h

potential for makina: sl.cnlftcant
contributions. I predict an excellent future for him recardless of his chosen field of speclallzatlon in p&ychology."
Fred Mis set uP a pf'Oll"lUIlmin&: and recording faclllty for
classical conditionina of the nictitating membrane of the rabbit.
From that he gathered material
for two studies, both of which
are co-authored with Dr. Ronald
Salafia, his sponsor for the
NEPA fellowship.
One stud¥ has been submitted
to Plychonomlc SCience macazlne and the other will be su~
mltted to the loumaJ. of Cam.·
pantlve _d PIlyaloIorlcsl Pwy.

choloD·
In appraising his accomplishments as an undergraduate, Dr.

Sa1aIIa pointed out that "even
(Coattaaed OIl Pop S)

Legislature Passes
Disciplinary Code
By KEVIN MeAUUFFE
~ December 10 medina: of
the Student Senate was making
significant headway in the 1eIislalive log jam when It was dissolved by a crlpplin&: and ~
barrassing quorum call.
Left undone until 1970 were
the censure of three chronically
absent senators and the scheduled new round of appointments
to the University Council. President Albert Mariani has nominated himself, Majority Leader
Thomas
Gleason,
Minority
Leader John HarrlnKton. Donn

Councu Head Dennis Gallagher.
and Steve Donner; numerous
cba.llences and alternates are
likely to be propoled.
Th@ most Important measure
paued ImpoRd a 7-cJ.ass..day
stawte of limitations on IOdaI
code Infractions as an antidote
to potential shakedown measures on the part of Resident
AaJ.stants. The measure. ~
active to September 14, passed
with only one dissent. $1,000
was aranted to the Black Liaison CommIttee. The measure
(o-"aed 011 Pap 1)

Pres. Stresses Need for Action
By BEN CAPELLE

door. We didn't solve anything."

In a recent interview. Father
William McInnes, President of
FaiI\8eld UnlveI1llty, stressed
that the university community
should consider communicating
not just by words but by active
work In attempting to solve Its
problems.
Respondin& to a question con.
cernlna his appraisal of the general reaction to the November
21 occupancY of Xavier Hall by
sev@ral Black students, Fr. McInnes stated, '''Ibere is a lot of
work to be done, a lot to be
desired.. W@ juat opened the

Rather, the situation was temporarily "settled to be solved
later."
Some. who may not understand the Issues, want to argue
them. Said Fr. McInnes, "We
must learn better means of communication not just by mere
speech, but by asking ourselves,
'What have you done!' We all
have to work."
Fr. Mcinnes acknowledaes
that he has received mall, much
of It anonymous. expressing disagreement with his actions on
Nov. 21. Generally, 1bne let·

ten are from Catholic, working·
class people, and lOme a1wnnl.
A percentaae of this: correspondence was both tasteless and
vulcar, and a few financial
pledges have been canceled.
Many found fault with his basic
premise, not his logic; they did
not approve of Black students
makina: demands of a university. In addition, he has received some letters of support and
money to otrset the nea:ative
reaction. Meuaces from those
involved with other educational
institutions tended to be favOl'(e-llald .. Pap I)
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Individual Stressed at Careers Seminar

(Continued from Page 1)
passed with no dissent, but
could not be made unanimous
and required two votes on
whether to have closed debate.
At first rejected 14-12, it then
passed 17-9 with three black
representatives being asked to
leave and Senator Robert Carpenter unsuccessfully demanding a roll call vote. Minority
Whip Kevin McAuliffe proposed
an extension till January of the
financial investigation of the
University, which is still in
progress; it passed without dissent. And the appointments of
Attorney General Charles Eichorn and four new Student Court
Justices were approved without
dissent.

By JOHN O'NEILL
On Wednesday, Dec. 10, the
Third Annual Accounting Careers Seminar, sponsored by the
Bridgeport Chapter of the National ASSQciation of Accountants and Fairfield University,
was held in the Oak Room. In
the previous two years the seminar was held at the University of Bridgeport and Sacred
Heart University. Accounting
students from Fairfield University of Bridgeport and Sacred Heart were in attendance.
Six men from different fields
of accounting spoke to the students about the profession of
Accounting and the opportunities available in the profession
after graduation. The six men
represent public accounting
firms, the Internal Revenue
Service, and private industry.
Each of the men spoke about
the advantages of practicing accounting in his individual capacity. The fact that each
speaker tried to stress was that
grades are not the "end-all" in
applying for a job. Personality,
neatness of appearance, and
confidence In your ability are
just as important if not more
Important In obtaining a substantial offer from a company.
One of the students asked
about what effect a candidate's
draft status would have on his
getting a job. Mr. LaMorte, a
representative from a large

Majority Lea d e r Thomas
Gleason attempted to introduce
a bill banning all government
spending until President Mariani presents an itemized budget. A 16-10 vote banished it
from agenda consideration.

Pres. Acad.
(CODtinUed from Page 1)
not learned to do so yet."
Other subjects discussed were
last year's yearbook, which had
been criticized by an alumnus,
and the possibility of an "Environmental Moratorium" In
second semester.

public accounting firm. stated
if a candidate is suseeptible to
the draft and he is well quali·
fied for a ,job, the job will be
waiting after the candidate has
fulfilled his obligation. Mr. Jon
Harris from the Internal Revenue Service, not only guaranteed a job to a qualified candidate, but guaranteed a pay increase upon return from the
service.
Mr. Ron LaMorte, Certified
Public Accountant and Audit
Manager at Ernst and Ernst
(a Big "8" firm) was the first
speaker. Mr. LaMorte graduated from the University of Connecticut in 1960. He is an active member in the American
Institute of Certified Public Ac.
countants and the Connecticut
State Certified Public Accountants CSCPS. He is also an Associate Professor at New Haven College. Some of his clients
include: various manufacturing
companies, banks, non profit organizations, and charitable organizations. Ernst and Ernst is
a nationwide public acoounting
firm with 105 offices in the U.S.
and 95 in other parts of the
world.
Mr. LaMorte spoke of the
professional development one
achieves by working in a big
firm. There is also a chance to
specialize in a large firm, one
can get involve4 in auditing
work, tax work, corporate tax

quality paperbacks
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fine art photographs
Monarch Notes
KoII;ng Stone
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work, management consultant
an agent is out of the office
work, just to name a few. Along
80% of the time visiting tax
with the professional developpayers 2) an agent his to be a
ment comes personal developself-sufficient man with a better
ment. Ernst and Ernst urges
than adequate knowledge of tax
strongly that its employees get
considerations so as not to be
involved in community activities
always calling for help. 3) an
bceause, as Mr. LaMorte pointagent has to be confident in
ed out, Ernst and Ernst wants
his ability to communicate with
a well-rounded personnel.
the tax payer. 4) an agent has
Mr. LaMorte is a prime ex- to have tact and diplomacy so
ample to the fact that tOOay's as not to have tax payers say,
business world is a young man's
"Here comes that guy again."
game. At 31 years old, he is
As Mr. Harris pointed out,
an executive in the New Haven a job with the Internal Revenbranch of Ernst and Ernst. Of ue Service involves security, but
the sixty employees in his of- not necessarily tremendous
fice, only six or seven are older growth by way of promotion
than he is,
unless you are of outstanding
Mr. C. Robert Hillman was quality.
the second speaker. Mr. HillThe Revenue agent's job, as
man is a C.P.A. and partner in told by Mr. Mann, is to adminthe firm of :lolan, Bernstein,
ister the Internal Revenue
Dworken, Klein, Bridgeport. Mr. Code. After hire, Mr. Mann reHillman, a local proouct, gradu- lated, the Revenue agent goes
ated from Andrew Warde High through a series of thirteen
School and Franklin and Mar- week tax courses lasting thirtyshal! College. He is a member nine weeks. During this time,
of the A.I.C.P.A. and the C.S.
he also works with an experiC.P.A. He Is also the treasurer enced agent and examines small
of the Bridgeport Area C.P.A:s. returns on his own.
He is an active member of the
Some of the benefits of an
Trumbull Jaycees, the Urban agent are meeting of different
Coalition of Bridgeport, and people every day, travel, starttreasurer of his B'nai B'rith Ing salary low, but rapid adLodge.
vancement to a certain level,
Mr. Hillman's firm, though plus as an agent, one is getting
not one of the "Big 8" has of- his two years of experience In
fikes nationwide as well as in for obtaining a C.P.A.
Mexico and Australia. His firm
also has approximately the same
The last speaker of the prorange of ellents, though not as gram was Mr. Fred Ford, manmany, as Ernst and Ernst.
ager of Product Service GenThe key to public accounting,
eral Accounting at General
stressed Mr. HUma'n, is being
Electric Company, Bridgeport,
able to communicate with the Conn. Mr. Ford Is a graduate
people who are paying your of Becker College. He's been
fee. When asked about salaries
with G.E. for 22 years. He is
Mr. Hillman commented that Vice President of the Bridgeit is all up to the individual.
port Chapter of NAA, and he
The third speaker of the pro- is involved In the Trumbull
gram was Mr. Jon HarTis, As- Little League and Trumbull
sistant Chief, Personnel Branch YMCA.
for the Hartford District of the
Mr. Ford said that account·
Internal Revenue Service. Mr.
ing is the language of business
Harris gaduated from Cornell in industry. As a manager, Mr.
University and then went to Ford plans, controls, and orwork with the N. Y. State La·
ganizes. He is also responsible
bor Department. He came to the fur an appraisal of others W1international Revenue Service der him. "An appraisal of anin 1966 at a New York branch. other Is really an appraisal of
He was transferred to Hartford yourself," stated Mr. Ford.
as Assistant Chief in October,
The only disadvantage In
!96&
working for a big corporation,
College graduates with Ac- Mr. Ford. commented, Is that
counting majors are qualified to you may get lost in the crowd.
You may start In the Cost Acbe Internal Revenue agetns.
The Internal Revenue agent ex- counting Department and stay
amines audits of partnerships, there the rest of your life. So
sole proprietorships, and cor- he suggested that before an
individual goes into business,
porations to detennine the corhave a goal or plan, "how far
rect amount of taxable income.
Mr. Harris described a typical will I go In one year," and
live up to that goal.
revenue agent and his job; 1)

President McInnes' Interview
(CoDbaed from Pqe 1)

able. The faculty response was
good as was the majority of
press editorials on thIs Issue.
Fr. Mclrmes has sent a fourpage letter to all alwnni and
the parents of all students, in
order to Inform everyone of his
position and explain the decisions reached on the 21st.
When asked how seriously a
court injunction and police aid
were considered during the
take-over, Fr. McInnes replled,
"Quite seriously:' This was first
discussed at an early 7:30 a.m.
meeting with his advisors on
the 21st, and offlclal university
pollcy was followed. Outside

force Is required only as a "last
resort" and was not deemed
necessary in this situation.
There is a strong possibility
that those who occupied Xavier
will soon be brought to the
Student Court on charges of infringement on the rights of other students. Fr. McInnes commented on this, saying, "I respect the right of any student
to use any legal means" to rectify any injustice he feels has
been done to him. If such a
trail develops, Fr. McInnes'
position will be, in his words,
"pro homan being" rather- than
pro Black or pro White,

THE
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Mariani Rates School Policy
As '0bviously Inadequate'
By BEN OAPELLE

In its December 10 issue,
Stac' printed a policy statement released in the ~
her 2 ediUon of the Fa1rOeId
'I'bl!I

-

The following was said:
1. "Should any disruptive aetion occur. an authorized a~
ministrative official of the univenity would appraise the offenclina: parties that failure to
disoontlnue the obstruction of
a univenity activity 01' disru~
tIon of a university function
may result In disciplinary aetion, includinC suspension and
dismissal. The official may be
accompanied by offlcers of the
Student Government

2. "Offending parties would
be asked to show their iden-

tification cards to the officials,
those who either have no such
Identification or refuse to show
their identification, will be assumed not to be members of
the University Community and
will be dealt with accordingly.
3. "U obstruction or disru~
tion continues, members of the
Campus Security pollee would
be directed to escort the offending parties from the place
Of facility.
4. "U the campus security
pollce are not able to control
the situation, an authorized
member of the administration
will take whatever legal means
are necessary to control order
or to re-establish the rights of
the offending parties. This will
be done In accordance with established oommU(li ty procedures
and after such consultation as
may be necessary and p0ssible under the circwnstanees ex·
1stina' at the time."
In answer to this explanation of university policy, Albert
Mariannl, Student Government
president has drawn up the
foUowinI' reply.
"'The obviously inadequate
policy outlined In the December 2 issue ot the FaIrfleld
Report was actuaIly in effect
when Xavier was occupied but

It wasn't implemented (and tOl"
good reason). As It stands now,
any

students

who

occupy

a

building are entitled to twenty
hours of grace and seven and
a half hours of intensive negotiations.
''1 am recommending that the

Legislature work on legislation
to tighten up the present laws.
Also, at the beginning of the

second semester there should
be a trlpartlte conference to
determine new pollcy or at least
to adapt old pollcy (restated on
December 2) to reality.

Fairfield Glee Club
Opens 23rd Season
1be FairfIeld University Glee
Club gave the first concert of
the '~'70 season last SUnday,
December 7th, in HarUord at
the Hartford Insurance Group
Building. 1lJat concert marked
the start of the Club's 23rd sea-

""'The concert was sung In an
accoustically good auditorium,
before a warm audience. The
St. Joseph College Oiorale sang
the fint half, performing a continuous series of Christmas
songs with a unique harp aecompaniment and interlude. The
Men In Red began the second
half with a medley of Fairfield
Songs. and the stirring "Let
There Be Music," both very
well received. The audience also
applauded loudly for such songs
as "People," from "Funny
Girl," Tchalkovsky's "One Who
Has Yearned Alone," and the
rhythmical "Songs of Rogers
and Hart." Between selections
the audience was charmed by
the Bensonians' unique rendition of favorite ballads, or
"broken up" at the musical humor of the Campus Minstrels.
The Club's tour this year will
Include many cities in C0nnecticut, with intentate trips to
Cleveland, and New York. The
tour will bring The Ambassadon of Song to the Fairfield
Univers.lty Campus on February
8th, when they will sing for the
nWll 01. the diocese, and on
February 15th, when they will
sing a combined concert with
Molloy College Glee Club in

Gonzap. Auditorium. Students

are Invited to this concert
The Club tour is organized
each year by the Club's moderator, Fr. John P. Murray.
The Club wu founded In 1947
by Fr. John P. Murray, S.J., and
Mr. Simon Harak, who remain
its moderator and director taday.

B1 BEN' CAPELLE

1be court decision resulting
from the suit brought on Fairfield University and three other
ConnectIcut colleges is mt expected for several months.
Fairfield University, Albertus
Magnus, Sacred Heart and Amherst have beeen accused by
several Connecticut residents
(backed by the American Ovil
Liberties Union and the American Jewish Congress) of violat-.
Ing the First Amendment of the
Constitution.
TIle
plaintiffs
maintain that O1Urcb-related
schools cannot receive government fwlds for building pn>
grams. (e.g., Fairfield's Science
Building). separation of Oiurch
and State, they believe, is guaranteed by the First Amendmenl.
'Ibe defense lawyer is Edward

Bennet Williams of Washington,
D.C., who also defended the
Green Berets who faced murder
charges recently In saigon. One

Bpt. Mayor to Speak At
Community Forum Today
''The Future of Oty Governmenl" wlll be the topic for
Fairfield University's t h i r d
Co
it F
t th
mmun y arum a
e current academic year to be held
Wednesday at 4:00 p.m In the
Campus center Oak Room.
Mayor Hugh C. Clrran of
Bridgeport, recently re-elected
tor a third term In office, will
be the featured .peaker. William Hawkins, executive vicepresident of the Bridceport
Area Chamber of Commerce,
will serve as moderator.
Prior to being elected mayor
in 1965, Mr. 0Jrran served as
city attorney from 1958.
graduate of Holy cross
and Boston College Law School,
he Is a partner In the law firm
of Curran and OUTan. He has
been a member of the Connectieut Bar Association since
1951.
The Prop'Bm will eet underA

Psychologists Obtain Fellows
(Colltlaaed.

I'Nd lis. 01
:r.u., a MIdor ~1cbo10lY major at
FalrlIeId UllIve....ty wbe recently wu awarded oae of el&:bt
reDowMlpe b1 tIwl New EqlaDd hycbeiocy .u.odatlon for
... 00......,".. bowleclp .... orl&taal reaeardl, lltudlea el[.
~taI cbaI1II over tIwl sboaId.er or t.- prof_r aDd lei·
IoweIdp -.e-or. Dr. &obert . . . . . .

ACLU Law Suit
Goes to Court

fIlom ....

1)

at this early aCe I prefer to
think of Fred u a colleacue
rather than an assistant. 1 have
every expectation that he will
make (and has made) sleniAcant contributions in the field
ot experimental psychology."
FairfIeld has a unique phy.loloi'lcal Pt'Olt'am; in fact, It
is 10 innovative that It Is not
even found on most graduate
levels of atuc!y. The program
utilize. an advanced laboratory
procedure which enable. the
ltudent to learn to perronn the
rudiments of basic neurosurgical experlmenta on rats and
other laboratory animals.
In addition, Fairfield studenb
In this unique physiolOClcal psy.
cholOlY program learn the techniques of electrode implantation, electrical brain .timulation
and electrical recording via an
oscilloscope or polygraph.
Mil resides In Beacon Falla,
Conn., while Johnson makes his
home in Deal. New Je'tWf_

way at 3:30 with coffee and
registration, followed by the
formal meeting. A social hour
of Informal discussion will follow at about 5:00 o'clock.
Further Information may be
obtained from Theodore M. Belfante, director of the Bureau
of Business and Public Administration at Fairfield University.

prosecuUon's ease, is Mr. Leo Pfetrer,

of those d1rect1ng the

bead of the American Jewish
Congress who has devoted ex-

tensive eft'orts in this "Cburch
and State" issue.
The cross-examination period
belor-e three judges took place
on Deecmber 9-12. There were
fifteen defense witnesses, of
which, six were from Faldeld.
At the present time, lawyers
lor both sides are each preparing a two-bour summary 01. their
arguments to present to the
three judges on J amwy 22 in
Hartford. A decWon will be
handed down a few weeks later
and, whatever the outcome, the
losing side will immediately appeal the ease directly to the

United States Supreme <h1rt.
This bial is significant in the
history of lUgher education and
will atreet over EK)() O1urcb-reIated colleges presently operatIna: in this country.

When Fr. WUllam McInnes.
president of Fairfield University, was asked about the probable outcome of the trial be replied, "I am hoping for a good
dC!clslon, but I can't make predictions." Fr. McInnes has a1sO
expressed much confidence In
Mr. Williams, the defense
lawyer.
A trust fund to help alleviate
the $300,000 cost of the trial has
been established. Helplni' In this
effort are the presidents of
Brandeis, Southern Methodist
Univenlty and several Catholic
celleres.

News Analysis:
The Biafran Fast
By .lACK COUTURE

Tomorrow, December 18, the
Fairfield University Food for
Blatra Committee will conduct
a "Fast fOl' Biatra." 1bls will
involve most Fairfield students
giving up Thursday dinner to
raise money for the humanitarian ideal ot preventing more
deaths of Blatran Cilldren. This
is due to their malnutrition as
a result of the Nigeria-Biafran
conflict Details of the fut are
as follows:
Monday through W _
tables will be set up in the Campus center where students may
submit their names and meal
ticket numben. Then at the
Thursday dirmer, these numbel'
will be Identified on the cafeteria meal checldlst.
U the students (after they
have pledged their meal ticket
number) do not present themselves for dinner the University
will contribute the equivalent ot
the cost for feeding the total
number of students signed up.
Mr. David Zola, director of the
University's Campus center will
determine the actual cost ot
feeding an individual student
for one meal. It is estimated to
be slightly more than a dollar
per person. It is important to
note that the meal ticket number has to be pledged before
Thunday.

Steve Mikochik, a concerned
Fairfield student who heads the
Food for Biafra Committee,
stated that he has ditliculty in
pttlni the Stap tuDed ill to

the problem of beJpJnc the mi1lion Blafrans remalnlng from
reac~ their Imminent doom.
I couJdn't believe Steve when
he .aid to me "I am bopiac for
.. teut ZOO FalrhId lltakleala to
JIve up jut ODe meal for til»
ca_." I asked U he was joking
by givln&: me such a ridicu1ousIy small number, but he went
on to explain that last year's
response was about 200_
'I1tII reporter cannot accept
"200" from a university with
an enrollment of 1800. I bad the
opportunity last spring to work
with a professor from Phillips
Exeter Academy, an elite New
England prep scboolln southern
New Hampshire, who is • native Blafran. fill giving of his
total self for ~ cause of hiI
people hal hadl'a J.a.stlne impression on me.
fill la.t words to me were:
"There are a few Blafrans in
the United States today. They
have pledged to leave their comfortable 11ves here and join the
fight In Blafra. I myseU, when
I can be of no more slgniftcant
service here raising money for
Blafra, will take up arms U the
war continues In Africa. Because of the Inhuman treatment
given to our people, unW this
tracedy Is seen through, there
will not be one Biafran left
alive on the face of the globe
because we will never surrender."
Reflectlni' on the above
words, I uk U it Is too much
to ask the Fairfield student to
live up oat meal?
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overview perishes in an ocean of detaD. Never was the timehardened cliche "can't see the forest for the trees" so applicable,

Letters

lfn this light educatim. is a drag. Classes are something we
go to between weekends. Term papers can be hack jabl; c:oneeived
in haste and written without interest or Insight 'Ib@ process

Thunder on the Right

narrows and ultimately degrades education. To many students It
is restrIctive to whatever abilities they may have or seek to ~
veIop; to some their four year journey toward enlIghternnent be-.
COInH a long walt for a more lucrative job than a high school
diploma would have otrered.

As part of the solution I propose the following measures
which, while stated briefly, should be weIghed in thelr entlret;y:

academic university

'!be quality of a univftsity is melll£Ul"ed by variow: facton;
dUeny they are: (l) the administration's policies, (2) the physical
university's facilities, (3) the faculty's expertise, (4) the students'
attitudes, and (5) alwnnl aecornpUshment. Unfortunately, FaIrkld's history shows too close a relationship between (l) and (2),
(0. c.m,... Nov. 19), at the iDevitable expense of the remalning

..""'.

On the other hand. the Fairfield University Faculty hal
dlosen by and large, 10 dedicate Itself to what should be the
enUre university's primary concern, the students' education. On
the grey side, detracton might argue that its choice is limited by
its vision and capability. On the brighter side, it could be Injected
that there are profeuors in many departments whose knowledge
of their tleld could win them much greater material rewards in
industry and bwineSl. In .um, the faculty's attitude and dedication is at least worthy of note. We must not yield to the pracUce
of those universities whose faculties are respected to the deg~ee
of their activity in non-teachlng areas, (research, publications, etc.>
This view discriminates against the students' education in favor
of the university's prestige.
I reallze this view of the faculty is debatable, and I Invite
divergent opinion. But It is to the Interrelatioll.llhip of the faculty
and students that I tUrTI in my closing effort toward an academic
community.
I proceed on these qualifications: the prorram I advocate Is
directed primarily toward the liberal arts subjects. Its effectiveness
would depend sIgnificantly on the number of students taking a
course; I don't think it would work much better than our present
system docs in classes larger than thirty students. Finally, It is
offtrered primarily for upper division courses. In short, I ask you
to envision a liberal arts course with medium to small enrollment
as a framework within which to view this teaching method.
You may be asking yourself "what exactly is wrong with our
present system?" Quite simply, it Is the results. Students have
difficulty In remembering the basic elements of previous courses
from one year to the next. Within a few years of graduation, the
memory of four years aDd $10,000 worth of education is imperiled
by the era.ion of time.
Unfortunately, our memories are only as good as the manner
In which we acquire the knowledge we gather into them. A psy_
chologist once told me that man never "forgets" something be
bas learned, even if only In a fleeting manner; however, man's
ability to recall, meaning literally call back from the memory,
depends very much upon the Impression which the knowledge
made on the mind at the time it was acquired. Thus, an English
major might easily remember the style of Thomas Wolfe because
of the vividness of his prose.
Making impressions leads inevitably to a word despised in
academic circles as "anti-Intellectual:' relevance. Yet this word
need not be seen as an attempt to relate distant events, philosophies, theories, with present day situations; rather, relevance
should mean relating study to a student's interest. It makes sense
that the more a student can become Involved, the more he will
learn and the deeper the impression that the learning will make.

Our present system of acquiring knowledge follows a general
pattern: the teacher gives a lecture, the student takes notes which
he laler studies; a teacher assigns reading material, the student
does the reading attempting to remember as much as he can of
Its contents in preparation for future testing. Because little of
what Is outside the lectures and reading is necessary to pass tests,
such added interests as the student might wish to introduce have
no purpose except to liven the lecture or hold student attention.
Such participation .Ie more tuncUonal than academic.

The worst part system is the process of mental regurgltatlm,
Teacher protest to the contrary, It remains that the student who
most accurately reetates lectures and reading gets the highest
arade. In addition, much of the testing of student knowledge Is a
demand for maddening particulars to test the depth of a student's
Itudy of a particular kdure or book. This dis~ outakle
f'@ading a .rodent mQ' wish to pursue tram personal internt. It
mcourqes Jut minute atudy bec::auIe 01. its mania far detail. 'I'bt

I At the bectnnJ.nc of each semester, teaclle1"s should ~nt
thelr students with a two or three page paper surveying the course,
presenting especially some general principles upon which the
teacher's treatment is founded. Thus, aD Mure speclfies and detaUs a teacher may see as necessary can be viewed by the student
in a flttin&: context. The overview becomes explicit.

n Questions from reading should be general in phraslnr,
allowing the student to relate it to the course himself, and to
brinlf In those details in the reading which he thinks are relevant.
Teachers can discourage bulJ..slinging by demanding a density of
detail; but again, he involves the student by letting him introduce
such detail
III The required reading for a course should be three to six
books maximum. Then, the teacher could present the student
with a large bibliography, (twenty-five to litty books), from which
the student picks the books he would like to read. Naturally, the
bibliography could have subdivlsions from which the student could
only pick oro! or two books. Thus, balance Is maintained, and the
student Is allowed to pursue personal Interest at the same time.
FinaUy, the teacher should allow the student to read two to six
books of his own choosing outside of the bibliography. In sum,
readIng becomes part required, part recommended, part chosen,

'rv Tests, as they are now glven, should be eliminated. In
their· place, In addition to II, I propose a real "term" paper, one
which the student conceives during the first month of the semester,
and then continues to develop throughout the remainder of the
seme~ster, In writing. The paper would include the general principle,s of the course as related to a particular topic In which tho
8tudj~nt Is Interested.
The possible classroom applications of the term paper emphasis are numerous. Students could volunteer to give three to
five minute oral summaries of the progress of their work once a
month or twice a semester. In lieu of the Dnal exam, students
could submit criticisms of each other's work, being graded by the
teacher on their perception of their fellow students strengths and
wealmesses. The final view of the semester's work would emerge
as individual and mutual involvement, calibrated by the teacher
In a setting which shifts responsibility for Interest from the teacher
to the student. Thus the term paper would become a leamIng In...
volvcment, and both serve the overview.

I have other Ideas, but stiD only half-baked. Perhaps you are
thinking that the same could be said of those presented. Whatever
you think, let us know. Fairfield is at a critical stage In Its development when the academic community is undergoing real
change. An exchangc of ideas could spark the reforms so badly
needed If the majority of the students are to become Involved In
earnest In their education. In the process, faculty and students
will have to assert their commitment to the primacy of education,
and can thus demand that the entire university serve that purpose.

Campus News
RUSSIAN ClRCLE
The Russian Circle will try to
organize a trip to Eastern Europe .leaving June 8 and returft.
lng one month later. Possible
credits given by a European
Summer School. Will be honored by Fairfield University only
with consent oJ: Dean Pitt. No
appliication can be accepted
alter Jan. IS, 1970. For information contact D. Gamansh
(Campion Hall. Box 2103).
~e R. C. will offer Polish for
beginners starting January 5,
(twiee a week).
U interested contact Dr. Gamanllh on Thursdays in the
second period. His office is in
Cani:IIUI Hall (Room 2F).

• • •
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fa a effort to bring together

Fairfield

University

students

and young men and ladies living
in this area from France, Germany. Italy, Holland, Scandi-

navia, SpanisfHpeaking c0untries, etc., an International Students SociaJ celebrating LitUe
Christmas has been planned for
Tuesday evening. January 6,
1970 at 8 p.m. to take place In
the Campus center mezzanine,
Sponsored by the Modern Language Department and the
French and Spanish Clubs, aU
interested students are invited
to make reservations with Fr.
Leeber or Mrs. 'I'hom8oft in
Special Events Department not
later than December 22. A
knowledge of foreign languages
is not necessary. Refreshments
wID be served and entertair).
ment wID be guitar music.

Dear Father McInnes:
What the hell are you doing? I was
once proud to be the graduate of a University which was responsive yet firm
In dealing with student activism. ""t
is why I was seriously disturbed when
I read the newspaper accounts of the
NOYtmber 21st incident at Fairfteld. I
tried to restrain my tnitiaJ emotional reosponse but after reading your subsequent double talk report my disposition
is unchanged. You speak as the apologist
for the unlawful action or the minorit:r
J'8ther than as the head of the entire
University community. It grieves me
that you have taken this road of mealymouthed rapitulation.
In the future: 1) you wm receive my
pnl)'ef'S that you may find the backbone
to stand up to wanton attempts at intimidation and unlawful infringements
on the rights of the majority of students:
2) unUI that time, you (the University)
wI.Il not receive a penny of financial assistance from me.
I! these petitions should fall then I
pray thftt you will at least find the
courage to stand up and step down as
the President of Fairfield University.
Michael A. Superata, ..,

• • •

A Disclaimer
To the Editor and Community:

Reecnt mimeographs have been clrculated around campus under the heading
"FTF =FInesse of the Faculty," which
have borrowed phrases and other writIng Idiosyncrasies from recent StaK editorials on similar subjects in a more
than coincidental way. Inevitably, several facuIty members have approached
me In the assumption that I wa~ author.
I fe<!1 compelled to disclaim all responsibility for th{$e pamphlets - - I dId
not write them, and I even tried to ftnd
out who dId when I first saw a COllY.
I also feel compelled to publicly ol'f'er
a note of discouragement at the childish insults, flat witticisms, and thlrdrate saroasm contained in the one I
read. To the faculty and community, I
offer whatever extent of apology may be
deemed necessary.
Kevto MeAuDft"e
Elfltorlal Manager

• •

•

Rebuttal
To the Editor:
In delayed response to Dr. Grassl's
letter of Nov. 2nd, I fI.rst refer him to
my essays of Nov. 19, ('"!be Physical
University"), and today's. ('"!be Academic University"), after which I will
say this:
Dr. Grassl errs in interpreting my
commentary on the lOW" number of students at department lectures as a "failure of the students," Quite the contrary
- as I tried to make clear even in that
sarcastic dialogue, a primary stimulant
for student interest is the academic prGgram. That the philosophy department
should draw such small crowds from an
undergraduate student body which is reoquire<! to study that discipline very extensively should lead Dr. Grassi to reevaluate his policies, not criticize those
who are subject to them.
I stand by the Irony of " . . . our little
Fairfield special, fifteen credits In phi:osophy, and twelve credits In theology." In
speaking with many students and faculty
members, I have found consistent agreement with the idea that a student bene-fits more from a course that Interests
him, than from one that does not. yet
the myth of the quality of an academic
program In which a student can freely
choose only four courses outside of his
major field in four years at college persists, enforced by a Dean who thinks
students are Incompetent to evaluate
courses they are taking, and by profNton who must defend the requlrmleDts
from vested mternb.
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A Christmas Rap
''Certain thoughts are prayers. There are tlmes wbm. whatever
be the attitude of the body, the soul is on Its Imees."-VICI'OR HUGO

What should we say to you at Christmas?
Should we tell you Christmas is a perverted excuse for turkey,
presents, and cocktails?
Should we call you immoral if you enjoy your feast in spite of
war, disease, and starvation?
Should we sermonize about Christ, the Son of God?

A 2000j'4!ar· old Mess0.gealw~s praised,

often repeated..
seldom heard,
never prOdlc.ed.
In conclusion, I can only ask that
Dr. Grassi apply those same principles
of logic which he says are lacking in my
colwnn. At the end of his letter he cites
the recognition his department won from
a member of the Phnosophy Department
at Manhattanvllle, where I sent my hy-

pothetical female applicant. Whatever

does the quality of his department have
to do with the very high number of requirements and narrow range in cleotives in the liberal arb program at Fairfield! Dr, Grassl is only making hJmself vulnerable to an interesting point:
U hIs department Is 10 good, why can"t
it attract students on Its own merits,
instead of by conscriptlonT
'Tor a stronger liberal arts unlvenJty,"
loba G. Leddy

• • •

Food Speaks
To the Editor:
You are no doubt aware of the In.
erease in the cost of living, notably
food. nus cost haa been growing at a
steady rate. I know you are interested
in how this affects you and why.
OUr raw product cost has lncrease<1
as follows:
Milk ..••..••..• 10'%

Bread
9%
Meat ..••..•..... 5%
Eggs
59%
Poultry
8%%
IJnen
8%
Therefore, we ask your cooperation in
mt wastb1g food. We are not asking you
to ea& less. We are asking you to wMte

"'...

Some glaring examples of waste are:
'Ibrowing out full glasses of milk,
orange juJce, and assorted beverages.
2. Taking more than one dessert and
throwing It out, thereby denying JOUl"
tellow student of a c::bol.ce.
3. Taking eona1derabJy more but1e'I"
and bread than you COUld pouibly C(lOIUDle aDd throwlna It aWQ.

1.

_-r.A'ZA~

In the spirit of cooperation we ask you
to consider your fellow student. Please
do not take food you cannot eat. Try

not to

leave eating areas Uttered. Your

buddy will use the same tacllJties and is
entiUed to a clean table also.
It you have a suggestion that would
make your dining more enjoyable,
please let us know.

I. F. So. . . . .
Food 8enIoe Dlreetor

• • •

Amnesty
To the Editor:

As I was responsible for the safety

et.

the seu1ptures in the David Burt &how,
1 would appreciate it greatly If the in-

dividual responsible for removing one
of Mr. Burt's works would return It as
as JX)SSible. It can be returned with
impunity to the Campus Center office or
Regls GO.

We think this Christmas you are probably sick of Christmas
messages. We think you are also probably very sick of us. The reac~
tions we evoke in many people - fear, dismay, disgust, contempt,
and repulsion for a few - make us unlikely candidates to suddenly
talk about a love it seems we fail to feel, a hope it seems we do not
hold, a charity it seems we never practice.
But there is a lesson in Christmas for us all. Through the birth
of one man, the idea of brotherhood and the message of compassion
reached human ears and opened human minds for the first time, and
we will all never be quite the same again. It hardly matters that the
world is still a haven of misery and complaint. as if he had never
been here. The fact that we recognize misery and complaint for what
they are, and sense the irony of celebrating an event like Christmas
in a year like 1969 is proof that his birth is worth celebrating. Some
go beyond brotherhood and compassion to worship, relying on a tonic
for life in the assumption that this man was fathered by God, born
of a virgin, risen from the dead, looser of the gates of heaven and
given the qualities of everlasting life in the form of a wafer. Perhaps.
But surely we can all see that nothing is permanent. If a Jesus Christ
can live and thrive among us, anything can happen. To be alive is to
change, to rejuvenate, to remake oneself and renew life itself.
Chrisbnas is the day set aside from each bitter year to wipe mil"
Slate clean. t1tart afresh, and plan to ma}re next year leM Ulllluppy and
frustrating than we know it will be. Of course, it is probably all a
farce - few among us really expect to rise from the dead. But life
will change and be reshapen, as surely as there will be a Christmas
1970. And the eternal goals he broadcast will remain, if beyond our
reach, within our imagination:
Peace on earth. Goodwill toward men.

80011

Clarification
To the Editor:
The s~ Is to be commended for Its
article by Mr. James Hurley, brfngtnc
to the attention of seniors and the other
students the existence and work of the

Graduate studies Committee.
However, the eommJttee members
Hsted In the article is an old Ust of three
years ago. The committee for the 1969-

70 school year is as foUowtl:
Dr. Gerard McDonald, 0Wnnan
Dr. Salvatore A. Carrano
Mr. Gerald O. Cavallo
Dr. Matthew J. McCarthy
Rev. T. Everett McPeake
Rev. James M. Murphy
Mr. Stephen J. O'Brien
Dr. Julia Johnston
Mr. Robert O'ConneD
Dr. Vlncerrt Murph)'
y.., tnd7.
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Our Christmas List
.For our Christmas present we give WVOF the revenue saved by
the Issue \\-e were scheduled to put out in January. We bball print
again in February, 1970 under a new editorial board. Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year to all.
At the last faculty meeting, the remaining challenges to the
qo:e Curriculum were dispensed with. Now, some form of retroactivIty needs to be enacted. We urge the general faculty to enact im~
mediate retroactivity in all disciplines for all undergraduates. If they
do not. we ask the department heads to do the same. If they do not,
we ~sk the .Studen~ Government to intervene. It is not enough to
admit a curncuJum IS outdated when one can save students still here
from the onerous - and in terms of graduate study, very dangerous
- burden of learning under it.
At the last legislature meeting, a statute of limitations was put
on social infractions. We have praise for this move. It removes the
abuse, real or possible, of permanent jeopardy, will aid the Dorm.
Councils in shaping up, and generally aids the concept of student
sovereignty at a time when it needs to be used as a viable argument
to abolish the parietal book.

THE

STAG

Music

It7 PAT LONG

WelJ, Christmas is just around the eorner and I find that there are many albums which have been released since the beginninlr of school that I have been unable to give a lengthy review. So as a sort of Iruide I have decided to give a capsule
summary review of these albums most of which are worth spending any extra
bread that you mi&ht pick up over the va cation.
JrOUp - not areat. but

eood·

Their songs are certalnly a

,...._~-"'V~

teeN" (BOA UP USI) After
many hassles with RCA Inwlvme censonhlp of lyries and the
album COYer, the DeW Jefl'erson
A.Irp1aDe album hu flnalJy been
releued.

"VoIUDl:een"

.-efreshin& change from the
standard rock fare. They seem
to write more in the traditioa
of American folklore with titles
like '''lbe Ni&ht They DroYe
Old Dixie Down" and "Up on
Cripple Creek."
Their long experience and old
qe (for rock JrOUpe), thouab
Jt prevents them from beina:
overwhelmingly dynamic, reIUl.ts in a music which re6ecll

• pleasina mellowneu and a
feellna: 01. .tiafaetloa with lite.

Inck BnIoe - "8oIIp tor a
TaBor" (A'roO 8D 11-IOI) -

Spe1ik1ng cf Cream, the former
bas!ilst In the group, Jack
Bruce, has put out an excellent
solo albwn dedJcated to GenJe
Franklin, the late 1e8lDltress
of the rock world who was
killed over the .summer in a car
crasb involvina the FaJrport
Convention. Aaain a very heavy
Cream sound is evident, blJt
with the assistance of a ftne
backing eroup Bruce Is also
able to do many thIngs he could
not with the Cream. The IOOg
writing duo of Bruce and Pete
Brown Is top-notch, especlall;y
Brown', 1nxl1c wrttInr 1lair.

which 11 !be

iJ'OUp'. best effort to date Is a
mnootb blendin& of the two

at;y1el found 1n their prevklUl
albwna "Crown of Creation"
and "Bless Ita Pointed Little
Head." One of the few oriKinaI
San Francisco bands .tlll ~
cether in thelr origlnal lonn,
the Airplane', performance is
incredibly t:l&;ht for a aix. man
"",up.

sona:.

"We can Be 1'1>
&ether:' is • masterpiece of
roclc revolutiart Some day when
tblr place is reallY cettine you
down liaten to "We Can Be 1"0a:etber" and you'll be ready to
tear the place apart.
One

,
01' J[
(Col

lopUa - "'I Got Dem
BI.- A.pba Mama!"
KCS .11) - 'Ibis

t1me last year when everyone

elae was havin&' orrasms about
Jan1&' debut album on Columbia, I frankly couldn't ftaure
out why everyone was '0 estatIf. To me she sounded like
a raunchy, screaming sinier
with a lousy backini: group.
Fortunately, all the mlatake'
which seem to have been made
on her Iut album have all been
corTeCted on this outin& and we
Anally have a iood Janis Joplin
album. F1nalIy lOmeooe has
been able to eapture all the
charisma of the Uve Janil on

• ....n.

8aDtau (00ha:DbIa C8 "81)
- When first hearine this reoord one is completely captured
by Its unique Latin Americanrock sound and usually is unable to look upon the album
with any diree of objectivity.
However, after further listenJna
much of the music, especlal1y
the guitar lick&, becomes boringly sim.i1ar and the album bea:Jns to sound like one forty
minute song. This is not to laY
that this one song Isn't well
done, but the lack of variety
prevents this album from ''makiDe It."
r-.~

",e.lle W" ...........

to the Cream," a
6na1ly

seems to have been found In
Mountain.
'Ibe most sjzni.ftcant force In
Mountain', Cream-like sound Is
undoubtedly Felix PappalardJ,
former producer and lIOmetlmescontributor to the Cream, who

play, bass and keyboard on the
if'OUp', debut album. Another

views on The Band. At ftrat
they were deified as members
of rock elite, but now the leadin&' rock m.apzines are beein·
nIne to tear them apart, in Obe
inJtance quite vidOUlly. Perbapt: when all the Areworks are
~ and the dust hal settled,
'Ibe BaDd will be recoa:nIzed for
what the)' are, a 1004 rock

factor is that like Cream, Mountain Is composed of only three
members, Leslie West N. D.
Smart II and Pappalard!o Also
West's eultar playing Is lOmewhat reminiscent of Eric Cla~
ton'" thouah of course not as

.-

s....... H",t" Moab'e-

al (Stormy F_* SFS-IOOI)-

This Canadian eroup mak~ a
solid debut on the newly·fonn-

ed Richie Haven', label, Stonny
Forest records. The trio is
composed of a cultarist, bassist
and a female voc.allIt who c0mbine to t.orm. an Interesting
jazz~rock It"OUP. H1cbli1hts of
the album are the title song.
"A Summer', NI&bt". "'Third
Floor Walkup" and ''What
About the Wind." It is unfortunate that this album hasn't

rece]ved any buildup in music
jourmals or airplay on the p~
gres;slve rock stations because
It Is an excellent recording.

(Wt-dfall 6511) - After a Ion&"
line of P'CUPS hyped to be the
"SUcce&SOl'S

"Al,

T he group', first undertakin&'
is a very sucoelStul one with
many notable euts !ncludina'
"I..or1R Red," "Baby I'm Down,"
''Dreams of YIlk and Honey"
and ''Look to the WlD4."

loe Cocker (Afl:M SPUU)Joe. Cocker proves that his out·
standing first album was no
fluke In an even better se<:cond waxina: with a lillie leas
help from his friends and even
more solid singing. Perhaps the
best cut on the album is his
Interpretation of Georae

Hani~

son's "Smnethlna:"." MQl:t artists who try to reoord BeaUe
songs fail miserably, but Cocker
managed to produce an even
better rendition than the orielnal. Amona: other lOngs in·
eluded !n the albums are Bob
Dylan's "Dear Landlord," Le0n-

ard Cohen'l "Bird On the
Wlro," Lennon and McCartneys
"S~! Came In Through the
Bathroom Window" and John
Sebastian's "Darline Be ~e
Soon." Incidentally, Cocker Is
also an outstanding concert performer and If you ever have
the chance to see him do 10.
Led zepplla D (AU-tic &.0
USEl) - Finally, fIX' anyone who

thought that Led 7.epplln', 4rSt
album was a nuke, one listening to their second oCfering will
quickly clear up that delusion,
They continue with that very,
very heavy IOUnd - what more

can be aaId about Led 7.eDl)tlln?

~

~)

Last of The ByrdsA STAG Interview
B7 PAT LONG
Of the f1.ve orlJlnal Byrds who

successful replacement

'I'M . . . (OApItalSTAOoll1)
- A bit of backlath seems to
be occurr1na in rock crltiCl'

'I1IE BYBDS: (top) IoIIa YorIr" . . . .
Panoa. a..r- WIdte.

Geae

introduced "Folk·rock" with
their version of Bob Dylan's
"Mister Tambourine Man" back
in early 1965. only one Is left
-Roger McGulm. Somehow
though the sound of the Byrds
has remained basically intact
throu&:h numerous personnel
changet: and It Is eenerally recognized

that

McGuinn's

12

strine Rickenbaker euitar Is the
basic component of the Byrds'
music. 'I'be Star obtained an
interview with McGuJnn after
hIs &roup', performance at a
concert recently held at UpsaJa
Colleee In East Orana:e, New

J.....,..

McGuinn
was
obviously
pleased at the response which
his eroup had received that
eveninl and when asked if the
Byrds were attempting a comeback he responded.: "Oh definJtely! Well, dId you see the
reaction that we got tonight?
Three standing ovations and
three encores-have you ever
seen the Byrds perfonn like
that before? I or.msider It p
ing uphl1l, slowly but surely.
The whole thing is happening
more than ever before. We
have a better, t1ihter, more
responsible, more professional,
mere musical, more dynamic,
more interestln&:. DIOl"e delightful group than ever bet.ore.
Fora:et who the Byrd! ever

were before, erase h!"
Wben asked if be was set·
tine his al&btl on the Byrds
appearance this Friday and
Saturday nl&ht at FUlmore
East, the rhythm guitarist replied: "My ,iehtl are set on
beyond the Fillmore East. my
sights are set on Mars and
Pluto and Venus and Indeed
other gallexles."
Poo..........
McGuinn ,ak!. that he was

very disappointed at the respon$e at the Byrds excursion
into country music "Sweethearts of the Rodeo." "I thoueht
It was miserable and I am
disappointed in the country',
taste. However. I trust that
It will work out all riaht and
that their taste will Improve.
God bless them all anyway in
~ lJI. their ~," the

modest musician replied.
He laid that he bas never
left the womb of the Byrda
and hied to make It as a
single artiat because "I bad
thoueht about It and forget it.
It Isn't where It', at. The Bynh
Is a brand name like WhJrI·
pool, General Elecbic, cadillac.
It', actually more like Lear
Jet, you know, and why should
we ,top calling ounelvet: the
Lear Jets and start calling ourselves the Falcon when we call
ounelvet: Lear Jet inltead. It
doesn't make It. A rose Is a
l'OIe whether you call Jt • bubushka or not, as Shaket:peare
\lr'OUld say."

One of the other original
members of the Byrds, DavJd
Crosby, is currently receivina
much critical pra.ise as a mem~
her of the "Super.group" QroI..
by, Stills, Nash and YoWl&" but
McGuinn did not seem to bold
the Quartet in too high esteem.
''The supereroup - there'., no
such thing. Crosby, SWls, Nash
and Young is a phenomenon to
be ahort·llved and bad In spite
of Itself. I know them-no mat·
ter how c10Ie they might be
to my heart, Crosby, StillI,
Nash and Youne are no different than us (the Byrds) what.
soever,"
The Byrds put on an e%cellent perfonnance at Upsala
College and IeeID to be mak1n& a succeuful comeback, perhaps in spite of :Mr. McGuJnn.
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Sound Off
lIM STRATOUDA.K.lS "71

When I first read about the
then proposed draft lottery I
was 6lled with mixed emotions
coupled wit h
thoughts of al·
ternative sys.tems which
c: 0 u I d provide
our nation with
t b e necessary
manpower to
maintain some type of stand.irl.c

anny.

PETER MARTIN '71

The lottery system is an improvement only in that it removes the unct'rtalnty for those
already eligible
for the draft. It
does noth1nj: to
remove the inequIty of tbe
defennent system which decides who will
be e~ble. The present policy
of granting deferments to col.
lege students protects the middle class from conscription,
while calling an undue propor-tion of those who are poor or
black.

Being a "realist-Idealist" I
hope that all wars come to an
end (now and in the future).
But knowing the human situa·
tion it appears to me that wars
are an unfortunate offspring of
humanity.
The proposal for a volunteer
After considering the many army In peact'time does not remproposed alternatives to the now edy this situation. Only a very
done away with conscription few men are drafted in times
system, I choose to back the of peace. The critical question
draft lottery. I did this know- is where the large masses need·
ingly that I COUld conceivably cd to flght a war will come
"lose," but also knowing that from. The government has yet
my military and personal futo show any serious Intention of
tures would be knowledgeable reforming this unfair aspect of
to me. After the lottery I couId
the system.
plan my future in a more realActually, no solution can be
istic way.
Some men are always trying successful unless it deals with
to better their world and the the draft as a part of American
world for the masses. But Fate foreign policy In general. As
always seems to play a vital long as the government attempts
role in changing men's lives to support Its empire with milieither one way or another. The tary force, the result will be
lottery is another extension of dissension at home and disaster
Fate. UnW men can control abroad.
Fate, they must acc:ept it: keei>
The real answer is for the
in&' In mind the possibility of United States to stop interfering
never controlling it.
in the internal affairs of other
Me, I'm very happy. I'm nations. Then a draft would be
number 363.
'unnecessary.

STAG

9UESTION: "What Is your opinion of the
draft In general and the lottery In Particular'
DENNIS GALLAGHER
U.S. 185

BOB SCAFFARDI

An eighteenth birthday is, as
most birthdays are, a generally
enjoyable experience. It marks
a new Independence, and In
lOme states provides one the
recognition at
political
franchise, a privil·
ege the vast majority of eighteen yeal'-Olds deserve but aren't granted. In or-der that your birthday not go
unrecognized by "the powers
that be:' a splendid gift arrives
in the mail from their local
representative, and of course
like so many other presents
that come "better late than
never" Uncle Sam (God, if he
isn't dead, knows what side of
the family he's on), sends you
your own private draft card
which entitles the "birthday
boy" to all expense paid trips
within the American Empire.
Of course there are complications; there's a jackpot drawing
in December of the year which
you turn nineteen, and Bill Cullen must pick your birthday before the l22nd drawing if you
are to be one of those guar_
anteed a free trip, usually to
some exotic Southeast Asian
hideaway. Others of course go
to less exotic areas of the Em·
• • •
pire like Turkey, Germany, B0livia, Antartica, Brooklyn, etc.
Of course stili others don't get
I believe that the draft lot·
to go at all, a pltyl
tery system 1JI much better
Thus, at the ripe old age ot than the previous draft system.
under the old
nlnetcen some drafted, others
draft system we
enlisted, go off to fight and die
we r e eligible
under the slogans of Madison
for the draft
Avenue Uncle Sam. People all
anywhere beknow that the Navy lets Me
tween age el.&:h"see the world," that the Air
teen
and thirtyForce wants men for the "Aero_~
live. Now we
space Team," (8-52'514, SAM's
7), that the Marine Corps are only eligible between nine"builds men" and that the Army teen and twenty-six. Before we
"wants you." My apolog:ies to were kept in suspense as to
the Coast Guard because I al· whether we would eventually be
ways had the feeling it doesn't drafted or not. This has promptreally belong with the others, ed many students to go to col·
perhaps It saves more lives lege in order to escape the
than It takes which is against draft. Now we are given a numleague rules. These groups are ber between 1 and 366. The
known as '''nIe Services," and higher your number the less
they kill people. They're not a chanct' you have of being draftgroup of larI"e social clubs 01'- ed. Therefore you know beforeganized for world tours; they're hand, in the beginning of the
fta:hting units, and their job is year, whether you will be draftto "protect" you from your ed or not. Under the new sysenemies. But your "enemies" tem we are eligible for the draft
have similar torces so naturally during a shorter period of time
you look for a milltary "superi- and we know beforehand where
ority," or "su1riclency," or we stand in the draft which is
spend billions building Mirv's a lot better than before.
•
•
and then you're astonished by
DOUG ROFFMAN "II
the threat your "enemy" 11
making by copying the moves
The draft lottery. How about
you make. Amazing Simple Si· that. Basic Training Bingo. Our
mon! Amazingl
aly Selective Service System has
reinstituted
What do I think of the Draft
(we had one in
and the new lottery system! I
1942) the most
think they are good indicators
spine • chillina:
of man's inability to conquer
lame for
his barbaric tendencies; man'.
American
Insistence on argument from
youth since
power is indeed deep rooted and
Russian rou·
rancid to the core. I cannot help
but feel badly toward a system .lette. A&ide from its Immediate
that deals in death and despair humorous aspects ("I never won
anything in my life! Why
even it the cause be just.
now!"), President Nixon's draft
lottery system presents a numTHE BLUE BIRD SHOP
mer of interesting ramifications.
1]10 POST ROAD
For Instance, we may see an
FAIRF!ElD, CONNECTICUT
overwhelming, natlon-w:lde elevation In the Quality of underSotJe,I St.tioll.ry .IMI &1"."';11'
graduate work in our univer.. Christ",u c.rdl
sities. Let'a say Albert Aargo.

.....

BRO
DON'T JUST WASH YOUR CAR
GET IT M/BRO CLEAN

Itls Fast .•• It's Through
It Even Cleans The Underside
And Fully Dries Your Car.

•

. FOR FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY STUDENTS.
P _ t This Ad And Save 251
WBRO EXTERIOR WASH $1.25
WITH THIS AD ••• $1.00
Open Eyes. MOIl-Fri.

ml 9 P.M.

5uncIay TIll 6 P.M.
TUNXIS HILL, FAIRFIELD

North of Topp' and Arion.

'1'

Aceeptin&: the fact that my
views will be Instinctively prejudiced due to my low lottery
number, I will
try to be as objective as p0ssible. Essential·
!y, I llnnly .....
agree with the
manner and media through
which the lottery was presented
Those directly involved In the
proceedings shared closely In
Its somber overtones. I believe
that it was impartial in nature;
but due to a continuing lack of
official data from the Selective
Service, all is shrouded in mystery and those who fell in the
top third have been overly fatalistic.
Psychologically, the lottery
has been frustrating because, in
many cases, it radically alters
one's future plans. Yet, It does
present an order 01. selection
for the college student where
he wl1l know very roughly at
which time he will be called.
The bizarre Quality lies In the
fact that fate, or luck, determined your future from a fishbowl
and you really have very little
control in the matter. Its effects should have been properly
explained beforehand and not
left to the theorizing of the
news media..

sen, who is nineteen and celebrates his birthday every Sci>
tember 14, Is swinging a 0.9.
academic probation, at Sooper
Tuff University. Upon discovering that he is among "the chosen ones," Albert seems to be
pulling first honors and lookina;
around for a good graduate
school of dentistry.
Or, we may find an enUre
nation of young men applying
for Civil Service jobs. In this
light, the draft lottery may
awaken our Postal System from
its chaotic nightmare.
Another thought: If the lottery Is found to be an effective
means for drafting, what would
happen if other segments ot our
society began to employ the lot.
tery game as their principal
means of appropriation? Would
we be confronted with a tramc
violation lottery, in which the
Motor
Vehicle
Department
would announce a list ot Lucky
License Numbers every year,
each one good for a twenty-.flvedollar fine? This could result in
a passenger explosion in our already unde~uipped transit
systema and the skyrocketing
of job-openings for blaclumiths
and stableboys.
Suppose the Internal Revenue
service went the lottery route.
Every April 15, all of u.s harcJ.
working Americans with those
little white cards entitling: us
to a loaf of bread each week
upon reaching the age of retirement would be glued to our
radios to see If our Social security numbers fell In the top
third of Uncle Sam's "send Me
509iO of Your Income" tax list.
This might precipitate an astronomical rise in unemployment.
Even if these social phenomena fail to manifest themselves in our establlshmental
structure, one thing is sure: the
draft lottery seems to be work·
lng, and will be here to stay
until our Congressional comedians can come up with a new
game of chance, one that doesn't
Involve drawing young meo's
lives out of a ftsh bowl, only to
be tossed away in a rice paddy.
So, America, until that time,
your draft-eard-bumlng days
are over. The draft lottery has
ushered In a new torch: birth
certiflcates.
Conn.dieut Car,," In
Go"'.rllm,nt
Tim.1 hAY. ehall"d. You ha",.
ch'IIQad. Alld .... ~no... itl
n.. Qr.dulting con.,. I.niot
loou lor. ur..r th,t will utilize
hil ,bility .nd hil id'il .nd ...iII
ba of I.....ic. 10 oHlin.
Wh,th,r .n ,ccount,nl, bUlin.1I
""jor, angin,.r, lib.ral .m m.jor or jult .bout .nything
you I:In thin~ 01, th. SI.t. 01
Connl'o:ticut hu prO"'1I it hal
th. wlhil.diolll o:oll.g. peopl,
....nt.
let UI pro",. it to you.
W. will b, on c.mpul J'IIU'ry
tl. 1910 to t.l~ to int,r-.t.d
dud.nh .1Id .110 to ,d",in;d.r
our c..r.., Entry Eu",in.'ion.
REMEMBER
DATE: J.IIU.ry Il, 1970
GROUP DISCUSSIONS: lobby
of C.",pUI C""',r
QUALIFYING EXAMINATION.
S" Pr.ce"'.nt Offiu lor 1CH:.tio~
Sa. your PI,um,1It Ofnc. lor
;rnOO'm••ion.1 m,t.ri,1 .nd I~_
tioll 01 m..tin,.
II you .r.lI·t lur. ColIlllCticut
1.11 ... h,t you ....nt. dop by ,lid
lind out It cen'f hurt .lId it
might prov. to b. wh,l you'r.
loo1ing lor
Th. St.t. of ColIl'lldicut it An
Equ.1 Opportullity Employ.,.

,k.
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FU Yearlings Maul ND3 Rips Fairfield Beach
Hofstra, St. Peter's 75-36 In Hoopla Mismatch
By FRANK ARMADA

Guard George Groom led the
Freshman Basketball Stags to a
6Z46 victory over the st Peters
frosh on December 13 at Jercey
aty. Groom scored 24 points
and grabbed 7 rebounds to pace
the Stags in both departments.
At the half the Stags led 28-20.
In the seC()nd quarter they opened up oBensively to widen the

GRASSMERE
PHARMACY
80 POST ROAD
Cor. Grasmere Ave.
HEALTH, SUPPLIES
Shaving, and Toilefries

Call

DRUGS
CL 9·5000

gap and assure the win. Tom
Duffy also scored in double fl..

gures 03 points) while getting
7 rebounds, Don Fuller led St.
Peters with 12.
Hor.tra Routed
The frosh bad taken their
third of the year five days earli-

er when they beat Hofstra, ~
66, at Hofstra on Dec. 8. Fairfield which dominated the boards
throughout the game was led
by forward Steve Romano who
grabbed 13. Romano also scored
14 points. Groom had another
flne day pacing the Stags of.
fensive attack with 19 points.
Guard Bob Turner scored 13
for Fairfield and Duffy again
held his own at the boards with
11 rebounds. The Stags had the
game wrapped up at the half
when they led 45-24, despite a
fine effort by Matty Lepuma of
Hofstra who went on to lead
all scorers with 26 polnts.

By GARY MARZOLlA.

In this week's big Intramural
basketball game, the "Pubs"
from N03 solidly whipped
Fairfield Beach by a 7~
score. By using a fast-breaking offense and. controlling the
boards, the "Ro-Ho's" turned
an otherwise close game Into a
rout during the second half. The
Beach traDed by only a 24-19
count at the half.
The Beach stayed close durIng the first 25 minutes. The
"Beaudreault Men" played deliberately, and the shooting of
Jim Fitzpatrick and the rebou~ of Ben Hammerbacker and "Fast Edgar" kept the
Beachboys In the game.
NDS Dom1na1lell Boards

But as soon as the second
half began, "Tall Bill" Barrett,
"Bo Bo" Weingartner, and
"Heels" Sylva began dominating the boards as John O'Neill
and Jimmy Mack began hitting

key buckets. The "Pubs" continual running finally wore down
the Beach Boys which was very
obvious at the end of the contE'St.
Barrett was high scorer with
20 'and "Grapefruit" O'Neill
had 17. Jeff Sylva and "BoBo"
both had 12 for N03. For the
losers, Jack Lauter was high
with 10.
DSPTrlumpbl,
In other games, all of them

being Inter-league, the Delta
Sigma Phi Fraternity surprised
the Phi Kappa Theta Fraternity 52-31. Ol.uck Dombeck and
Larry Smith led the Delta 5igs
scoring 15 and 21 respectively.
Dombeck was especially effective on defense and he held
PKT ace Denny Dona van to
only eight points.
ND2, meanwhile, went down
to defeat again, this time to a
powerful combine from 1..3. The
"K1ckham Men" beat ND2 58-

The "I" in IRS could be you!

44 as McKee scored 19 for the
winners and Kinney added 15.
Van Muller and "No Ass" Frese
got 11 each for the losers. Also,
R3 beat BAK 62-55, and C3 beat
the AFRO-AMS 74-45.
In the only other game which
was reported, ND4 beat R2 6349. Ray Cristofilides led a fastbreaking offense for ND4 as he
poured in 12 polnts. The high
scorers, though, for ND4 were
Jack Matthews and Jim CImena with 14 markers apiece.
Dave Baby got 14 for &2.
Minor t-cue
In the Minor League, "Ro-Ho" Pubs No.2 and No.3 both
were successful in their debuts.
Number Two beat the Hustlers
55-43 as "P-Man" Burke got 14
and Chris Grimes had 12. Number Three also beat the Hustlers 39-33 as Fontamule had 17
big ones to offset Buddah's poor
performance of only four points.
Also in the Minor League. the
Hackers beat the Volcanoes J8..
35. captain Pete Pomponio
scored 14 tor the Hacken. but
"Sacs" Revelow led all SOOl"en
with 18 for the winnel's. Mullaney scored 14 tor the los1Da Vol-

.......
Hockey

(CoDIiDued from Pap 10)
the marain was only two when
Rochette beat aoalle Daur atlier deckina; him completely out
of position. In the waninK seconds of the aame Ted Sybertz
due the puck out of the eo1'ner, behind the UB net, he passed out to LaFlamme. The rla;bt
win&: had stationed himself Just
outside the crease wben be took
the pass, and put the puck in
Just as the buzzer sounded endina the came.
Columbia's

Satisfying and rewarding:
car.......

Revenue Agent
Revenue Officer
Special Agent
Tax Auditor
A wide range of opportunities are
offered to college graduates by the
Internal Revenue Service. These
positions enable you to enjoy a
sense of real purpose and
satisfaction and prepare you for a
productive future.
• Starting salarles to $9,900, and
higher, depending on your
qualifications
• Merit promotions come rapIdly
for those with demonstrated
capabilities
• Opportunities for both men and
women
• SpecIaliZed training in taxation
and tax law enforcement
• Stimulating assignments with
considerable reeponalblllty
• Offices located (n 8v8~'State
• Generous fringe ben8tlts

Revenue Agent, •••
are professional accountants
trained to examine tax retums of
corporations, partnerships,
individuals and others at their
place of bu,lne.. to dltarmlne
proper Federal tax Ilablllty.
'Accounting graduates qualify.
Revenue Officers •••
are responsible for collecting
unpaid taxes and helping
taxpayers understand and meet
theIr tax obilgations. In this
position you may spend only a
small part of the day behind a
desk. A bachelor's degree In any
major will qualify.
Spedel Agent, •••
are men who investigate
suspected or alleged tax frauq,

Tax Audlto......
Identify and explain tax Issues to
taxpayers by correspondenca or In
person and act as specialists In
reaolvlng a variety of Federal

lnoom. tax qUlltlona. AbachllOr'a

_~~~~~IJ.O.!."!lI~'!.~fy you.

Visit the International Revenue
Service Office during tne Chridmas
Recess in:
I
- Hartford
Danbury
Waterbury
Bridgeport'
New Haven
Stamford
These offices will be opened from
10 A.M. to 2 P.M. on two Saturdays-December 27,(1!969 and January 3, 1970. Repre;entatives win
be on hand to interview you. For
'further information or a special
appointment on another day. tel..
phone Hartford 244-2760 or 2761.

U...,

ARMANDO'S

,_~~~~~~~:~~~~~:::~~~~:;a,
organize eVide.,ce, file reports on
their findings,. and often appear
in court as key Government
witnesses. A bachelor's degree
with at le88t 12 hours of
accounting (or a law degree) will
qualify you.

SCoriDc Powe1'

Columbia La ~ by Ollie
Hammn, Bill Graham and
Corky Moore. This La a team
that can score and does freel¥
but in streaks. The Lion defense is adequate but it too
,goes in streaks. Columbia is
the type of team that can beat
a &oed team soundJ,y but then
lose to a lesser school by a
rout. Regardless, Fairfield may
very well have been in for a
tough Urne by the Ivy Leaguers.
On Jan\lUY 9th, CCNY
makes its annual trek up to
Fairfieid to play the Stap. This
will be the second meeting for
the two teams this year. The
Stap won 6 to 2 at Riverdale
on November 24th and they'd
like to feel that with the home
ice advantage they can make
the final score a bit mar CODvinclng. There La however, ODe
problem-will the Stags be affeeted by the OuiItmu vaee.

~

@I~~

Internal Revenue
Service

llormerly GI..·.}
170 Post Rood. F.lrRoid
OfIenD_
To FelrRelcl Studenh
GRINDERS .10 011
&Ir. !.Mg. po... .25 011
Speghettl only .90
Speghettl willi _ .
only 11.20
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SPORTS PERSONALITY
By THOMAS DUNN
"We have a lot of confidence
in ourselves now. It's a great
team ettort. We are all play_
ing together. The team's attitude has changed, every time
we have a game we believe
that we are going to play well."
These words spoken by Jim
Hessel, are a true description
of the new attitude enveloping
the Fairfield University basketball team. One of the reasons
for this belief in each other
arises from the attitude of Jim
Hessel, on and oft the court.
The Meriden, Conn. resident
makes his presence known in
a quiet fashion. Jim was elected oo-captain with Frank Maman was cold from the floor,
galetta tor the 1969-70 basket- but he made one great bounce
ball season. looking back on
last year in retrospect it was pass from the foul line in the
first half to set up a score,
a very disappointing season.
''This season's team has ba- which really lifted the team.
sically the same talent as last Also, Jim is a tough man on
year's. For some reason we defense and seldom gives
ground to anyone. Jim Is truly
were playing halt-heartedly. We
a
team man. He Is always lookjust didn't seem to be putting
ing for some way to help the
out 100%. This year the team
team. Everybody likes to score,
is determined to have a good
year. This year it moves me but Hessel Is more concerned
to play. We are more organ- with victory and the overall
performance of the team. If
ized and all the members on
he is having a cold night from
the team are trying to attain
the floor, he quickly realizes
perfection."
this
and will sacrifice his of''The word "perfection" is
renslve
shooting and look for
synonymous with Jim Hessel.
Surely Jim would love to start, the open man. The amazing
thing is, even when Jim is hot
but he realizes the role he
from the floor, ·it appears that
has in Coach Lynam's plans.
he often gets more satisfaction
The sixth man in basketball is
out of making a good pass to
otten overlooked. The fan in
the stands frequently is under
the misconception that the best
five on a basketball team are
the five starters. The sign of
a good basketball team is its
(Continued from Page 10)
bench. Jim Hessel is a very
important part of the Fairfield
that completely stymied the
bench.
Flying Dutchmen.
Sharp Outside Shooter
Hessel is an excellent outside
Gibbons led the Stags In scorshooter and is better as he ing and assists with 22 and
shoots from further and further eight, respectively. Co-captain,
out. He has broken up many
Jim Hessel and reserve guard
games in his three year varSam
King led the defensive tacsity career. An example of his
clutch perfonnances was in tics. "Sam and Jimmy made
Jim's sophomore year against
the press go and that was the
the University of Bridgeport. game," Lynam explained. "They
With about two minutes left were just outstandini."
he came ott the bench with
The St. Peter's game was a
the Stags down by six. Hessel
immediately hit on a jumper. pivotal one for the Stags. No
one on the Fairfield team had
It gave the team a big lift as
ever beaten the Peacocks and
they fought back to win.
a loss would have dropped the
Many people often forget
about a player's passing ability Stags below the .500 mark. 51.
and his defense. In Saturday Peter's entered the game with
night's game the 6' 3" swing a 1-3 record, but they had been

set up a score than hitting One
of his patented long jumpers,
High School Superstar
At Maloney High School in
Meriden, Jim played basketball,
baseball and football. In his
senior year Hessel averaged 24
points per game. Fairfield had
one of its strongest team in
the school's history prior to
Hessel's freshman year. The
fact that Fairfield's 19-5 record was compiled against very
respectable college teams was
a strong force In Jim's choice
of attending Fairfield.
I said to Jim that, "y{lU and
the team were really psyched
Saturday night." His reply pOrtrayed Jim Hessel as he really
is. "I'm psyched for every
game." Jim doesn't need anything extra to get himself up
for a game. He treats his opponents the same---he wants to
beat them all. "I got a lot of
satisfaction from beating Boston College and St. Peter's because It was the first time
we beat them while I was
here." Thus, QUickly part of
Jim's pre-season wish of beat·
lng the 16 teams that the Stags
lost to last year Is coming true.
Jim Is majoring in Economics. At the present time he Is
unsure of his plans for the
future. One desire he has Is
to obtain a job where he would
be traveling to different places,
At the same time, Jim would
like to remain in sports in
some capacity.

THE FLAME

--

..,. loaD'll

\,:A' P'O

Determination
There was less than a minute left in the game. Art
Good was at the foul line and most of the crowd of
4,000 partisan St, Peter's College fans had long since
departed out into the cold December Dig.ht. The buzzer
sounded and four substitutes entered the game. Good
calmly sank both foul shots and the buzzer sounded
again. Good left the game and for the first time in his
college career he was mobbed, really mobbed, by both
his teammates and Stag fans. Art Good was very happy
because his team won 71-58.
Now what is one to make of this Fairfield University basketball team? They open the season at home
playing what was supposed to be the weakest team on
their schedule and not only did they lose, but they
never led in the game. Two nights later they blew &
nine-point lead against the University of Connecticut
and lost by one point, despite the fact that Wayne
Gibbons, their flashy guard, scored 36 markers.
Victory Over Boston College Crucial

So Fairfield was 0-2 and they had to go up to
Chestnut Hill and play Boston College, a team they
hadn't beaten since 1965. But against BC the Stags
played the kind of game their coach, James Lynam,
had told them were capable of playing. BC fell, 74-69,
and the Stags were on their way. When they defeated
the Petreans last weekend they hiked their won-lost
record to 3-2. Now they have momentum and above all
confidence. Each Fairfield performer believes in himself and his teammates. The StaJ/:s are no longer a
group of individuals out for their own personal glory,
They are a team in the fullest sense of that word. "This
is a team effort now, contrary to the other years," explained Wayne Gibbons, the Stags top scorer in every
averaging 96 points per game game this year. Gibbons is right. Fairfield's Stags are
as unselfish a bunch of athletes as one is likely to see.
on offense.
While Good was scoring his 14 points against St.
Defense Sparks Win
Peter's, his substitute, Rich Schonbeck was cheering
Before an astonished crowd him. All the players are out for each other. They are
of 4,000 Fairfield's 1-2-2 zone a unified force. They are one, a team.

Stag Cagers Host DB

...............

Fairfield Sports Schedule
BASKETBALL

D........'

17 Bridgeport

20 Vermont
26, 7T Queen CIty

.......

3 Providence
7 Vlllanova

Hom.
NH

10 BrIdgeport

Away

12 lana
2S Stonehlll
31 St. Joseph's (Pa.)

Horn.

Away
NH

Away

.......

Home
NH

HOCKEY

9 CCNY
12 lana

defense literally destroye9. St.
Peter's. The Jesuit five from
New Jersey trailed 34-31 at the
half, but they didn't score their
first point of the second hail
until 11 :14 was lett. By then
the Stags hac! opened up a 12
point margin and for all practical purposes the game was over.
Art Good, the Stags 6-8, 230
pound' center, played the best
game of his college career.
Good scored 14 points and pulled down 10 rebounds. GIbbons
and Magaletta scored 18 and
16 markers, respectively. Quarterback Kelly, playing a deliberate game and hitting the open
man, pumped in 14 points.
The Stags meeet UB tonight
at home and the University of
Vermont visits the New Haven
Arena Saturday night. Fairfield
will then take a few days off
for Christmas vacation before
journeying to Buffalo, New
York for the Queen City Tournament, December 26 and 27.

Horn.
Away

Basketball Tix On Sale
Basketball tickets for all future Fail'field University
lames In the 1969-70 season are on sale in the Gymnasium
Foyer. Tickets may be purchased Monday through Friday
tletween the hours of 2:30 and 5:30. Fairfield University
,tudents are reminded to bring their identification cards
with them in order to receive the student reduction.

ARMANDO'S
(formerfy Gina's)
170 Post Ro.1Id, Fairfield
Offen. DilCounts

To Fairfield Students
GRINDERS .10 off
Extra Large Piua .25 off

Spaghetti only .90
Spaghetti with meatballs

only $1.20

Mark Frazer and Frank Magaletta both started
with Gibbons on last year's disappointing 10-16 team
and they think that the reason for the Stags sudden
surge is pride. "We're playing in a better frame of
mind," the lanky Frazer said. "We're playing with
more pride." Magaletta, the Stags high scoring c04
captain agrees with Frazer's analysis. "We're able to
communicate with each other. We really realize how
good we are now. The Coach has been telling us that
if we keep playing like this we can play with any
team on our schedule."
James Lynam Praised
James Lynam, though, really deserves a great
deal of the credit for the basketball program here this
year. Lynam is a man who has seen the Admissions
Office reject a great prospect who finally elected to go
to Georgetown University. But Lynam is patient and
at the same time respectful. He has never openly lost
his temp~r; he. never loses his cool. When a poor call
go~S against hIS Stags he'll merely flash his cynical
srr,nle and I~ugh ~t the referees. He figures some calls
WIll ~o against hIm, others for him. After all, there's
nothing you can do about the referees.
. Fairfield'~ ~agers have only played five games
year and It IS true that they have only Won three
bmes. But when one realizes that the Stags have rebounded from a disastrous start and bounced back on
the. roa~, optimism is plausible. This winter Fairfield
Um.versIty ba~k.etball followers will have the opportumty and prIvilege of watching 12 players work for
one common goal - a winning season. The strongest
f~ature of the Stag cagers so far has been their tenaCIOUS defense and you don't need great talent to be a
stellar defensive player. Defense is desire. Jim Lynam's
Stags are loaded with desire and this winter should be
a most memorable one for basketball fans at this New
England College.

t~IS

Stag Five Routs Hofstra, St. Peter's;
Fairfield Hosts Bridgeport Tonight
FU Cagers Win
3d Straight Game
By JOSEPH VALERIO,

a.....

EdlOor

'Ibe Fairfl.eld University calen went on the road last week
and defeated Hofstra University, 74--58. and 51. Peter'. ColJPJf!. n.ss. James Lynam's
Stags have DOW won three
straight since dropping their
first two pmes. Ton1&ht at 8:30

University of BrtdKeport Invades the FairfIeld Gym·
nasium for the 44th meeting between the neighboring colleges.
The Stags hold a cornmand1D&
31·12 lead in the series.
The primary reason for the
resurgence in FaIrfteld bg.
Iretball this year Is attitude. Lynam has told his players a1nce
his opening practice that they
~rival,

are capable of playing w1nnlng
ball, but his players didn't jell

until the upset victory over B0s.ton College. Since that game the
Stags have played rugged de-

fense and functioned as a CO~
plete team. This was illustrated
in the St, Peter's game when
the Jesuit eagers placed four
players in double figures while

the team only totaled 71 points.
Another factor in Fairfield'.

surge has been the Improvement of sophomore Bob Kelly.
Kelly played less than adm1r·
ably in the openlni defeats. but
now he has regained his 0Q00
ftdence and has been a &harp
playmaker. Wayne Gibbons has
been FU's high scorer in all

STAG STAl'I.'DOUTS: Ma.rk F'raUr, lett. and Wayoe Gibbou. rtcht,

ICOI'e

bUkeC8 In FaUfteld'. 14·38 vIeto". at Rofdra.
(Pbot_

five games.
Map1etta GeC8 Hot
Against Hofstra, the Stags
traJled throughout most of the
game and by as much as 45-35
early in the second half. But
Frank :Magaletta scored 17 of
his 21 points in the final 20 minutes and that made the di1I'erence. Lynam employed a netlike 3-1·1 pressing zone defense
(Oonu~

oa

P-ee

8)

Skaters Rip Bridgeport, 7-4
By STEVE DAUB
Paced by the scoring of right
wing Guy LaF1amme, the Stal
hockey team rolled to a 7 to
4 victory over their inter-city
rivals the University of Bridie-

port. Fairfield who faced Columbia last Monday night won
Its seventh consecutive game
in the ~ and its seventh
out of its last eight. The only
loss was to the Yale Fn!'shmcn
by a 12 to 1 score. FoIlawin&

1

FACE-QJl'F: ll'aIrhld'a 0.,. ~ baUIe. BrId,.eporn ISIdp Itoebetse tor II"
woa. 7 to .. ud....-.cl thek neord w 1 aDd S, (Pbot.o b7 Sbd'Dpou.)

of tbe pock. Sbap
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the c:hristmas recess the Stags
will host CCNY, January 9th
at 9:00 p.m.
LaFlamme opened the scor~
ing late in the first period,
when he took Teddy Sybertz's
goa)..mouth pass. Five seconds
later the Stq w1n&er picked
up an errant pass by a UB
defenseman and let a:o a blazing slalHhot from the blueliDe. LaFlamme's shot simply
eluded the UB netminder. The
period ended with Fairfield up
2 to O.
Syberb Scoree
Sybertz hit for the Stags
early In the second session
when he poked Jimmy Mona·
han's rebound in. Chuck FrislOra, who started the play In
his own end, also picked up
a goal-mouth scramble. The
score was quite dubious In that
the Fairfield defense felt that
there was at least one Knight
in Steve Daur's crease. Guy
LaFlamme got the margin back
up to three by ramming In an·
other Sybertz rebound, who had
gotten the puck from Gerry
Michaud.
UB came out flying for the
third period and they quickly
made the score 4 to 2 when
Skip Rochette picked oft TIm
Hill's clearing pas sand
whipped the disk In from 15
feet. LaFlamme apln upped

by Loq')
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the Fairfl.eld lead to three by
completing a nice bit of passing by Jim Monahan and Ted
Sybertz. Monahan then opened
the bulge to four. The Stq
ace took Sybertz's drop-pass
IlDd let fly from his left-wing
position. The shot took off over
the stunned UB goalie's left
shoulder.
With three minutes left in
the lame the Stags started to
let-up a bit and it showed, Skip
Rochette collared an errant
pass at the Fairfield line passed
to his left wing and the score
was 6 to 3. Within a minute
(Coutmued oa Pap 8)

